
4.4 Wake-Franklin Cluster (Senate)

We examine partisan gerrymandering in the Wake-Franklin county cluster in the North Carolina state Senate. We contextu-
alize the current district plan in Figure 11. We examine the partisan performance in the ensemble of plans and compare with
the enacted plan across six elections. For each of six elections, and each district in the ensemble, we tally the votes going
to the Democratic and Republican candidates. For each ensemble we then consider the marginal distribution for each value
of ranked-votes curve, ordering the districts from least to most Democratic. We compare the marginal distributions of the
ensembles with the result found when using the enacted plan in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: The enacted districting plan, colored by county (left), municipalities (center), and averaged Democratic vote
fractions (right). Thin black lines show precincts or county lines; precincts are omitted in cases that counties are kept intact.
Democratic vote fractions are found by taking an average of historic vote counts.
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Figure 12: The districts in each plan of the ensemble are ordered from least to most Democratic for a given election. The
results found in the ensemble of plans are contrasted with the enacted plan; the actual district numbers of the enacted plan
are given.

In this cluster, the first 2 least Democratic districts are comprised of Districts 17 and 18 in all 17 elections, and the last 3
most Democratic districts are always comprised of Districts 14, 15, and 16. The enacted plan appears to jump between this
first and second group in a way that may be atypical of the ensemble. To test this observation we examine the average number
of Democrats in the first 2 least Democratic districts and the last 3 most Democratic districts and compare the enacted plan
with the ensemble. Averaged over the 17 elections, we find that the first 2 least Democratic districts have the same or fewer
average fraction of Democrats than in 100% of the plans in the ensemble (all of the 14338 plans). Similarly, we find that
the last 3 most Democratic districts have the same or more average fraction of Democrats than in 100% of the plans in the
ensemble (all of the 14338 plans). In short, we find that the enacted district plan is highly atypical of the ensemble of plans.
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